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Back To School

Rhiannon Van Fleet
Columnist

This school year is
off to a great start! We’ve
gotten used to our new
schedule with homeroom
and prayer before first
period. We’ve welcomed
Dr. Don Ridder and Fr.
Scott Schilmoeller to
Norfolk Catholic. Our
school song is “Fix My
Eyes” and we are learning the actions. This fall’s
activities include something for anyone whether
it’s athletics, music, or
drama. The Volleyball
Team has been working
hard this year. Conference is split between us
and Battle Creek. Coach
Travis Fisher said the
team is not sure where
they will play yet. Districts will be played at
Norfolk High. The Football Team is undefeated so far, and is playing
O’Neill this Friday. Cross
Country boys and girls
have been competing
well all seasons and are
looking forward to running at the Conference
and District meets within

the next two weeks. The
Softball Team is doing
well this year and combined with Norfolk High,
they are aiming for state
this year. Girl’s Golf
conference meet is being held this Thursday
in Pierce. Chelsey Reifert and Emily Teten are
leading the team of girls
and they hope to attend
state this year and come
back with some wins.
The One Act this year
is “Angel Street” otherwise known as “Gaslight”
and is directed by Libby
McKay. The Cheerleading Squad and Dance
Team are excited for a
great year in athletics and
competiton.
Mrs. Van
Fleet’s Mock Trial team
is gearing up for competition at the Madison
County Courthouse in
November. The Norfolk
Catholic High School
Band is working hard
on parade music for the
Lion’s Club Parade being
held this Saturday.
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Kellen Carney
Columnist

There are loads of conferences all over the nation
going on around the clock,
but nothing that I have ever
seen even comes close to the
unique feeling I had
after attending the
Steubenville conference this summer.
Multiple Steubenville
conferences are held
each year across the
U.S.. The conference
consists of
thousands of Catholic
teens gathering for a
few days of intense
worship and spiritual
growth. Despite the name,
the conference I attended

was held at Missouri State
University in Springfield,
Missouri, not Steubenville,
Ohio. We took three charter
buses from the Archdiocese

ence. The bus ride was fun, I
especially liked meeting the
new people from different
parishes. From the moment
we arrived until we hopped

of Omaha. This was my second time going to the confer-

back on that bus for the long
haul home, the air was buzzing with excitement. Being
there with so many other
teens and knowing that they
are all there with the same
purpose, to grow closer to
God was breathtaking. Every day we had mass in the
college stadium. In the afternoon we would listen to two
speakers who talked about
subjects that the Catholic
youth were struggling with.
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It was nice to be preached to
directly about key issues that
we are dealing with today.
At night we would all gather
back at the stadium to have
one final speaker and
one heck of a party. It
was incredible to be
surrounded by what
is the future of the
Catholic faith and
know that you are a
part of it. After this
there would usually
be Reconciliation offered by the loads of
priests who came. I
can’t wait to go next
year, I plan on getting involved with Lead. Lead is an
add on to the regular conference in which you get to go
down a week early with a select group of teens. Lead gives
you the opportunity to come
closer to God in a more individualized week long session.
I would recommend this
conference to anyone who is
looking for a way to deepen
their relationship with God.
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About 65 miles southwest of Atlanta, GA is a small town called
Dahlonega. And just outside of
Dahlonega is a beautiful place
called Hidden Lake. Hidden
Lake is one of three Lifeteen
Camps in the US. The camp
itself is located in the Appalachian Mountain range of Georgia. At Hidden Lake we did
many summer camp activities
such as, going on hikes, playing messy games, enjoying
lake time, doing ropes courses,
and going ziplining and kayaking. Throughout the week we
spent away in the mountains
we did all of those fun things
while also learning about the
Heart of God, which was the
theme for the week. During
the day we would do fun activities that would somehow
relate back to the certain topic
of the day, and then in the evenings we would have a session
where Aimee(host) would give
a talk and then we would break
off into small groups and also
have parish powwow(the whole
parish would get together and
talk about the graces of that
day). It was a great balance of
fun and faith!
My experience was like nothing I had ever experienced at
another camp or conference.
Talking about the Heart of God
really challenged me to dive
deeper into learning more about
our awesome God. It made me
realize where I struggle with
my relationship with Christ and

Hiddenlit

also where I thrive.
We spent six days up on that
mountain, and each day had
it’s own specific theme. The
first day’s theme was that God’s
heart is relentless. The second
day’s theme was that God’s
heart is trustworthy. The second day was probably my favorite! That day we went on a hike
and were instructed to pick up
a rock on the way up. That evening we
looked
e v e n
deeper
into the
story of
D a v i d
and Goliath, and
realized
that the
rock represented the “giants”
in our life and that God’s heart
is the only thing that can truly
bring us freedom from our giants. This night was absolutely
life changing, and really brought
to surface so many things of
the past. That evening Confession was offered, and you
bet that I hopped in that line.
Reconciliation at camp is just
so awesome, and nothing can
compare to that. The third day
we went kayaking and ziplining, which was a lot of fun, and
also brought us to the theme of
the day that God’s heart is jealous. This meaning that God is
in full pursuit of us and does not
want to be second to anything

in our lives. The fourth day’s
theme was that God’s heart is
unfair. We have all experienced
something our life that was unfair, especially with God. God’s
love for every person is consistent, but his plans for each of
us is different and can lead us
to think that God is being unfair
with us on our path to holiness
compared to someone else’s.
We then talked about envy by
discussing and
identifying areas
of anger
or envy in
our lives.
We then
w r o t e
t h e m
down on
a piece of glass and broke it,
in a sense surrendering those
thoughts to God. The fifth day’s
theme was focused on the
mystery of God’s heart. While
usually we’re hesitant of mystery, God is a mystery that we
enter into and are transformed
by. Following that talk we had
an extended amount of Eucharistic adoration, which was super powerful and brought great
healing. On day six (last day)
we talked about how God’s
heart is enduring. This reminded us that God has a plan and
He will not forget it. Also that
these plans were far more than
any of us could ever imagine.
This was a very satisfying talk
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for me. I used to be very worried and stressed out about
what my future would look like,
especially about where I would
go to college or what I would
study. This week lead me to
trust in Jesus more and allow
Him to really guide me through
the path of life. Since laying my
future down to Christ I have
experienced such great peace
as well as the lack of stress or
anxiety about what’s next in my
life. If you are worried about
the plan that God has for you, I
greatly encourage you to bring
that to God in prayer and allow
Him to control that aspect of
your life as well.
As we got on the bus to head
down the mountain that had
become our home for a week,
I began to reminisce about all
the great memories I made up
there. This caused me to have
many emotions, including sadness that I had to leave such
a beautiful place and go back
to the real world, and also excitement to tell people about
the great experience I had and
hopefully lead someone to Jesus in the process. Spending
this time up in the mountains
was truly a blessing for me and
I wouldn’t trade a single thing
for it. God does amazing things
when you open your eyes and
realize it. I challenge you this
week to look up and find somewhere that God has touched
you, and tell one person about
it!
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Get to Know Your New Teachers!

Drue Pieper
Editor

Welcome
to Norfolk
Catholic. We
are walking
with you to
meet Jesus.
Where did you
grow up?

West Point, NE

Ralston, Omaha, NE

Oakland, NE

Where did you
graduate High
School from?

West Point Central
Catholic, 1977

Oakland Craig,
1973

Gross Catholic
High School, 2006

What do you
teach?

President of Norfolk Catholic

Theology and
Associate Priest

Biology, Anatomy
& Physiology, and
Advanced Biology

How do you describe yourself
in a few words?

“Passionate and
Highly driven.”

“Adventurous and
Daring.”

“Athletic, Outdoorsy, and a
Handyman.”

What is it about
your new job
that you like
the most so far?

“I am impressed with
the kids, staff, and community. How friendly
and caring everybody is.
Also I love how everyone looks out for each
other.”

“I enjoy sharing with
others the great experiences that God
has shared with
me.”

“The general atmosphere and
closeness of the
students.”

“My goal is to excel further than today and to
be better than yesterday.
To be the best version
of ourselves that God
wants us to be, starting with the principles,
Advancement Team, and
Parents.”

“To witness to and
encourage an encounter with Christ
and the developing
of a life long relationship with him.”

“To do the best
job I can do and
help the students
achieve their
goals.”

What are your
goals coming into
this new school
year?
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Artist of the Month Fall Favorites!
Cara Leader

Charli Schlomer

Emma Neuhalfen
Columnist

Columnist

What inspired you to
make this project? Mrs.
Kraft’s bouquet of flowers
in her classroom.

in art? Will you continue? This is my first year in
Art. I will continue to be in
Art.

What did you use to
make it, and how much
time did it take you?
I used watercolor and
sharpies. It took me two
days to draw.

What is your favorite
thing about art? What
is your favorite art to
make? I love getting to try
new techniques and making my ideas come to life. I
love working with clay and
water color.

What other artwork have
you made this year?-Our
weekly sketches and portraits of different characters
What are you currently
making? We are working
on portraits of ourselves.

Can you give advice for
people to improve at
art? To take your time.

Anna Neuhalfen
Freshman

“Dabbing on the haters
while drinking a pumpkin
spice latte.”

Hannah Wilcox
Sophomore

“The scents, the colors, the weather, the
sports. I love everything about fall!”

Why should students be
in art? To have fun and to
try something new.

How long have you been

Christian Cattua
Junior

“When the Broncos
held Zeke to 8 rushing
yards.”

Allyson Hoff
Seniors

“My favorite thing about
fall is walking around
pumpkin patches with my
nonexistent boyfriend.”

The Knight Times
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Senior
Year

Kerstin Brtek
Columnist

Senior year. Those
are two words that have
been dangling in front of
me for as long as I can remember and it’s shocking
that it’s finally here. As a
freshman, I heard dozens
of seniors mention how fast
high school flies by and
now that I am officially a
senior, I can completely attest to that. When it comes
to being a senior, I think of
the numerous times I was
jealous when I saw a senior walk in with Pizza Hut
or Runza. I think of the stories I’ve heard and pictures
I’ve seen from the senior
ski trip. I think of my 7th
grade self and how deathly
afraid I was of Connor Ketter and how tall he was, and
here I am, a 5 foot tall senior who wouldn’t hurt a fly.
When I think of senior year,
I’m overwhelmed with so
many different emotions.
I’m excited for a fresh start
in college where I’ll meet
new people, live in a differ-

ent environment, and have
new experiences. On the
other hand, I’m scared to
leave high school and the
only life I’ve ever known.
All of this “college talk” has
reminded me of the importance of not taking anything
for granted. I’m trying my
best this year to live life to
its fullest potential. I know
excelling in school is still
extremely important, but
so is having fun and enjoying high school while we
have it. Some of my most
fond memories have been
from the activities and extracurricular I’ve participated in. Friday night football
games, bus rides with my
volleyball team, and early
morning dance team practices are just a few things
that have allowed to make
some of the best memories. I have extremely high
hopes for my senior year
and I can’t wait to experience it with all of you.

What does
Senior Year
Jarret Cerny
Mean?
Columnist

The short answer… a lot.
Being a senior rides with a
lot of intensity. Along with
the intensity comes a lot
of questions such as “Are
you excited to graduate?”.
“Do you know what you
want to do?”. Of course
the most annoying “Where
are you going to go to
college?” Senior year requires much more responsibility, and determination
than any other grade in
high school. A lot of pressure also comes along
with being a senior. The
homework, all of the extracurricular activities, and
applying for colleges and
scholarships, there’s quite
a bit on the line here. In
past grades procrastinating is something everyone
does and you could get
away with it to a certain extent, but this year the margins for putting it off to the
end are very slim. You ALWAYS have something to
do, if you’re sitting around

too much, you’ll dig yourself into a pretty deep hole.
Lastly, do not take your
friends and classmates for
granted. Mr. McCampbell
said it great, “Really take
in these final moments of
your high school career
and your friends because
these are the best years
of your life and they will fly
by.” The main thing is, as
a senior you have to stay
mentally focused and keep
a positive mindset and
good things will come.
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The Shining Knights Show Choir
Maddi Maguire and MaKenna Beller
Columnists

This years Show
Choir is made up of 13
girls 11 guys which are:
Maddie Neal, Jenna
Pochop, Maddi Maguire,
Ashley Schulze, Hayden
Wolf, Emma Fanta, Jenna
Craven, Janie Keller,
Rhiannon Van Fleet, Emily Faltys, Mary Fennecy,
Reilly Schlomer, Carly
Thramer, Chris Dvorak,
Elliot Eisenmenger, David
Fanta, David McCaffrey,
Ethan Morland, Kellen
Carney, Ben Bugenhagen,
Preston Eisenmenger,
Ben Morland,Tony Calde-

ron, Tristan Burroughs.
The theme for this
years show is Can’t Stop
the Beat and the songs
included are: the openerSing, boys song- Crazy
Little Thing Called Love,
girls song- Respect, ballad- Can’t Help Fallin’
in Love, and the closerCan’t Stop the Beat. Our
first performance is at
the Fall Choir Concert on
October 15th and the following competitions are at
UNO, NCDA and Northeast.
Pictured: Ben Bugenhagen, Cara Leader, Drue Pieper,
Bree Kucera, Emily Zach
comment comes to mind. He
said “that we are here not to
A Personal Note
look back on previous accomFrom your Sponsor
plishments but to push forward
and become who Jesus wants
I want to welcome all students, us to be!” I have some fantastic
staff, faculty, and newspaper students in our newspaper club.
advertisers back to our great We will be sporting a new T-shirt
NC Knight Times Newspaper for our Knight Times newspaper
for the 2017-’18 school year! club on the last Wednesday
We are so excited to get our of the month when our paper
paper ready to publish on Sept. is published. We have a core
27. I want to share with you our group to initiate and get the othnew voices and talent from our er members ready to interview,
newspaper staff! Dr. Ridder’s
report and write!
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Cross Country

CC Kann
Columnist

The Cross Country
team is doing very well
this year. The team has
done a good job so far
trying their hardest in the
races they run and the
meets they attend. The
Cross Country boys team
includes Will Abler, Elliot Eisenmenger, Carter
Faltys,
Cameron
Klug, Rylan Rasmussen,
Wyatt Ash,
Travis
Kalous,
Noah Wattier and
Nathan
Wetjen.
Molly Burroughs, Taylor
Gilsdorf, Drue Pieper,
Emily Cook, Audrey Stelling, Kelsey Ashoff, Megan
Colton, Morgan Timmerman, Emily Faltys and Sienna Sohler are the high
school girl runners. Dalton Brunsing, Trey Foecking, Ben Hammond, Clayton Christensen, Triston
Hoesing, Ty Lammers,
Cody Sullivan and Nolan
Thramer are the Junior
High boys participating
in Cross Country. The
girls include Anna Brown,
Charli Fischer, Kalea
Fischer, Shelby Gilsdorf,
Hailey Reifert, Maggie
Bishop, Piper Craig, Cecilia Kann and Channatee

Robles. The coaches include head coach, Coach
Zoucha and assistant
coach, Coach Korth. The
awesome student managers include Hannah Matteo and Josie Liess. The
team has run five meets
so far this season. The
fourth meet, the Columbus Scotus
invite the
distance
was farther than
the team
expected. This
means
that new
records will
be kept for
that particular invite. Dalton Brunsing has scored
first for individual of all the
Junior High meets he has
ran so far. Charli Fischer
has received second,
three times and first once
in all the meets she has
so far ran. The last meet
she did not run in. Everyone is doing good but
there is always room for
improvement. The team
is already half way done
but they’re still a long way
from the state championship. Who knows, they
may or may not make it
to state. But the team will
continue to try their best.
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Volleyball

“The COMEBACK is stronger than
the SETBACK”

Savanna Vervynck

Columnist

One question we get
asked frequently by
coaches is how they can
best adjust their team’s
training for different points
in the season. Week 1
is obviously going to be
different than Week 10,
and successful coaches understand how to
build a foundation in the
early part of the season
that will lead to a positive evolution as a team
gets into the meet of its
schedule. Coach Fisher,
Coach Hampl, and Coach
Fredrick have been pushing these girls for many
weeks now and have
helped them improve in
many different ways. The
coaches have been good
at showing discipline and

Softball

This years Softball is off
to a good
start.
The Girls
Softball
continues to
co-op
with
Norfolk
Public.
This years team includes
Norfolk cAtholic Students:
Senior: Maggie Berryman, and Sophomores:

the athletes have been
showing good sportsmanship in order to get
back up. We kicked off
the season starting with
a home game against
Pierce and have been
slowly progressing ever
since! After Pierce, we
went to the Scotus Tournament and won our first
game against Twin River.
We beat Boone Central
in a triangular. We took
them into three sets, coming out with the win. And
now that we get closer
and closer to conference,
as it is less than a month
away, we keep fighting
hard and playing to the
best of our abilities. Good
luck to the lady knights as
they take on the rest of
their season!

Makenna Waldow and
Hanna
Neesen.
Their
next
game is
Thursday
here in
Norfolk.
Districts
are October 5th and 6th.
Goodluck Ladies!
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Girls Golf

Bowling

Chelsey Reifert
Columnist

The Lady Knight girls golf
team is off to a good start
this year! They took home
second place at the Battle
Creek Invitational and third
in the Pierce Invitational.
Lady Knights have finished
5-1 on their duals this year
winning against Battle
Creek, Plainview, Stanton,
and Crofton. Their only
loss was to Columbus
Scotus. They also won
their one and only triangular against Pierce and

Kellen Carney

Columnist

The Knights are
undefeated. Junior Varsity
finished with a perfect season for the 6th consecutive season. The 9 and 10
team is so far undefeated.
Norfolk Catholic has 9
state championships in
the books. Summing all
this up, Norfolk Catholic
football has a standard
of excellence, and this
year is no different. The
team we have this year is
loaded in the skill positions
and our line is massive.
It’s believed that we have

Hartington Cedar Catholic.
The Lady Knights have two
more invitationals, followed
by Conference, before
Districts in Hartington on
October 2nd. The girls golf
team consists of Seniors:
Chelsey Reifert and Emily
Teten, Sophomore: Anna
Kassmeier, Freshman:
Kalee Gilsdorf and Carly
Thramer. The NC girls golf
team is coached by head
coach Emily Duncan-a
Norfolk Public graduate.

Bree Kucera
Columnist

This years bowling
season has begun and is
now a fall sport! Recently
NHSBF has decided to
move bowling to a fall
sport due to certain circumstances. This change
is a good thing and a bad
thing for one the traveling part of bowling is safer
now that we do not have
to travel in the winter seasons but there is a few
down sides to the recent
change. One thing that
is difficult for some of the
athletes is that many of
the students that participated in bowling in previous years joined bowling
as their winter sport but
now it is a fall sport there
is confrontation if the

Football

a great shot at taking state
this year and making history by
being
the first
team to
win 10
state
championships
in our
class.
The
additions of Evan Smith, Jaylen Robinson, and Bran-

don Silva have helped the
team out greatly. Already
we
have
seen
them
making
plays
when it
counts.
Football
is different than
other
sports.
In football you have to put
total trust in your team-

bowlers are in sports such
as volleyball, football,
cross country, softball, or
girls golf. This leaves the
bowler’s having to choose
between bowling or another sport.
This last weekend
the bowling team traveled to Hastings to face
Adam Central. The boys
and girls both came out
successful and defeated
Adam Central. The next
match the team will have
is in St.Paul on Sunday
October 8th. The team
will bowl against Kearney
Catholic and St. Paul.
Good luck to the team
on the upcoming bowling
season!

mates. It is not by any
means, an individual sport
in which one or two people
will win the game. Successful football takes everyone working together
and busting their butts to
be the best that they can
be. We are all motivated to
be the victorious team in
Lincoln, and hopefully our
hard work and dedication
will take us all the way.
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Strengthening Your Faith Life
Throughout The School Year

Laura Kalous
Columnist

With the 2017-2018 school
some people pray in their car,
to improve your faith throughsuggestion would be to find
year already in full swing it’s
shower, or in a church. Your
out this school year. First and a place where you can focus
important to remember to
prayers and your conversamost importantly set your
on your time with God. Keepincorporate all that we can
tion are between you and
mind to a goal of wanting to
ing a prayer journal can help
from our faith life into all that improve your faith. Set some
God only. Be yourself and
us keep track of our prayer
we do within our school.
realistic goals for yourself in
requests, upcoming requests, be true who who you are with
Often times we get busy in
wanting to make a closer rela- and keeping track of how God Christ when you do take time
participating in the various
to pray. Another good tip to
tionship with God. With most has been working in your life.
clubs, sports, jobs, and other
keep in mind is to remember
of us being busy in various
Keeping a prayer journal can
commitments that we someothers in your prayers. Most
school activities, sometimes
be a great way to go back
times can lose track of what
we can easily forget about
to see how God has worked of the time our prayers are fois really important to us. With
cused on ourselves, and makpraying and it’s more likely
in your life through prayer.
all of this going on during
to not happen. With setting
Often times we may feel like ing ourselves better. Rememthe school year for students
ber to work to build others in
a specific time everyday we
praying is harder than other
it can sometimes be hard to
your prayer time. Even if you
can allow ourselves to have
times. Sometimes we may
maintain a healthy balance
don’t always know about it or
a specific time everyday that
feel that God is not listening
between school activities,
recognize it there are multiple
we can devote to prayer.
to our prayers, or we aren’t
homework, etc and our faith
people that are praying for us
Even if you only have 5 mingetting the feedback that we
life. Most of the time anything utes of free time, set that time
each and everyday. It’s nice
want. No matter what you
relating to the school beaside to pray. Anything that
may be feeling God is always to pay back the favor to help
comes many of our students
you decide to do, make it
there and he is always listen- others, even if it’s just a quick
first priority. Although we
little prayer that you say for
routine. Next it is important to ing. Often we turn to God in
become very busy sometimes
someone else, anything can
make these things and your
prayer to fix what is wrong
as students we often can get
help. When you happen to
commitment a habit. When
in our lives. It’s important to
bogged down by things from
creating a good habit it is
pray positively. In today’s so- do this for others sometimes
school or other various things easy to get off track at times.
you can see the results in
ciety it is easy to get caught
that may be happening in our If you stick to your goals and
the person for whom you
up in all the negative things
everyday lives. When we go your commitment, prayer may
were praying for. It’s the little
that are happening around
through these times it’s necthings like that that give us a
just become something that
the world or within our own
essary to have something that you literally cannot live withlives. If we focus on all of the reminder of how Christ is truly
we can always count on for
working in each and everyone
out. If things do happen to
negative things all the time,
guidance, by having a strong
of our lives. Throughout this
get tough and you do catch
we can easily begin to think
faith life we can get more of
school year make it an effort
yourself getting off track, don’t
that that’s all that goes on
a grip of how to better control get discouraged and keep on
of yours to grow in you relain our lives and it becomes
the situations that we may be
tionship with Christ. Create
trying. Sometimes in Mass
discouraging on all that we
a dedicated plan to improve
facing. Making our faith life
or while we are praying we
try to do. By becoming disyour relationship with Christ
an important effort in our lives can sometimes get distracted couraged we can start to turn
right at the beginning of the
very easily. Distractions
away from prayer. Add things and all that you do within your
life. Although the road may
school year can benefit us in
can make prayer more difthat you are grateful for or
get long and tough, rememmany ways. When we work
ficult. Some suggestions are
great things that have hapber that he is always listento make our faith life grow it
turn off the tv, shut off your
pened in your life recently.
ing and will never let you go
can help us in many differphone, or just get some time
Remember to be thankful for
astray!
ent aspects! There are many
alone. Distractions during
all the good! There is also no
simple ways to help strengthprayer can interrupt the time wrong way to pray. There are
en your prayer life that you
that we are trying to spend
many ways and places that
can start to take note of now
with God. Another important
you can pray. For example
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Emily Zach
Columnist

Each year our Parish
holds a camp for incoming freshmen of the parish and school called JC
Camp. It is five days full of
fun, faith, and friends and it
is so amazing to see God
working in everyone’s lives

out there. These campers
come back on fire ready
to share their faith with so
many and it is so awesome
to see. Many times you
get back to normal life and
it can be hard but thankfully our parish has started

a new teen group called
Spark to help these campers continue on. This years
theme was “Fixing My Eyes
on Jesus”. We are called to
want to have a deeper relationship with Jesus and
this is what the main mes-

sage was this week. Our
school also is adopting this
theme for the school year
so I encourage you to dig
deeper and see what this
message means for you.

Davis & Kassmeier Chiropractic

SCREEN PRINTING • EMBROIDERY

WWW.CUSTOMSPORTSCO.COM
402.379.0362
sales@customsportsco.com
2505 S. 13th Street • Norfolk, NE 68701
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CheerLeading

Allie Barrett
Columnist

The 2017-2018 Cheerleaders are (seniors) Allie
Barrett, Makenna Beller,
Maddi Maguire, Danielle
Reding, Alison Smith, Erin
Swanson. (Junior) Charli
Schlomer, (Sophomores)
Emma Fanta, Evelyn
Mejia, Morgan Timmerman, Savanna Vervynck
(freshman) Ryli Mitchell,
Lazliana Pavon, Reilly

Dance Team

Kylie Brundgart
and Tia Simpson
Columnists

The Norfolk Catholic
dance team is changing
their usual way of doing
things this year! There
is no designated coach,
but a few of the dance
moms have stepped up
to the plate. Nancy Brtek,
Patty Simpson, and Rose
Brunsing supervise the
practices and events, help
run music, make sure performances run smoothly,
and get the paperwork
done.The 2017-2018 Norfolk Catholic Dance Team
includes Sophomore:
Shelby Brunsing, and Seniors: Tia Simpson, Kerstin Brtek, Kassidy Steffen,
Makenna Kalin and Brooklinn Dahlheim. This year’s
captains are Tia Simpson
and Kerstin Brtek. The
captains focus on teaching the group new chore-

ography and scheduling
and running practices.
The entire team together
makes the decisions and
encourages each other to
work hard and hold each
other accountable.
Every week they have
learned a new dance and
continue to practice the
previously learned routines. The team is currently working on a hip hop
dance choreographed by
Tia Simpson. The plan is
to perform the new dance
at the homecoming game
in October. The NC Dance
Team plans to take on the
state dance team competition again in February.
They are looking forward
to what lies ahead, and
are ready for a fabulous
year, good luck ladies!

Schlomer, Rhiannon Van
Fleet
Practices consist of
a lot of reviewing of cheers
that we will use at the next
football game or pep rally.
We have practice from
around 6:30 am until 7:30
am in the morning so girls
with after school sports
can attend those practices
as well.
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Interview with our
Foreign Exchange
Student
Manuel Pichler

Class Officers

Jordan Peitz
Layout Editor

Seniors

President: Carson Dominisse, Vice President: Payton
Love, Secretary: Kerstin Brtek, Treasurer: Justin Brtek

Juniors

Andrew Beutler
Columnist

What is the biggest difference between Italy
and America?
There are a lot of big differences. School is different.
In Italy, the teachers come
to your class and you stay
in one room.There is also
more public transportation
in Italy, but Americans can
drive at such a young age.
What is something you
miss most about your
country?
Pasta. I miss the food the
most.
What is the weirdest
thing you have seen in
the U.S.?
Cup holders in cars because cars in Italy do not

have cup holders.
What is one thing that
you want to experience
here in America before
President: Raymond Lux, Vice President: Emma Neuyou go back?
halfen, Secretary: Elliot Eisenmenger, Treasurer: David
I would like to go to WashFanta
ington, DC.

Sophomores

What is your favorite
thing about America so
far?
I really enjoy school here.
I like how clubs and teams
represent your school.
What did you expect
when you came to America?
A lot of fast food. I also
thought the people would
be lazy.

President: Kellen Carney, Vice President: Jacob
Braithwait, Secretary: Zayne Ruden, Treasurer: Ben
Bugenhagen
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Movie Review:
Shooter

Kade Pieper
Columnist

Shooter is a TV drama series based on a movie of
the same name and a novel, Point of Impact, written
by Stephen Hunter. This
movie is personally one
of my favorites because it
could be a true story, but it
isn’t. Another reason I like
it is because it seems like
you are in it at that point in
time. It shows how people
can overcome people lying
about you or not believing
in you. A short summary of
this drama is a normal guy
from the army named Bob
Lee Swagger that was a

sniper. He gets called up
by a “friend” who says that
the president is coming and
there could be an attack
on him. The attack was
coming by a sniper from
a terrorist group. Swagger
killed his friend in combat
and thought it was his fault
and wanted to kill him, but
that sniper is not around. If
you would like to watch this
TV drama, you can find it
on Netflix.

Book Review:
IQ

Audrey Stelling
Columnist

IQ by Joe Ide is an intriguing and action packed
book. The main character, Isaiah Quintabe, is a
young and gifted teenager
that goes by the nickname
IQ. IQ is an unlicensed investigator who finds missing people, recovers stolen property and solves
crimes that baffle the Los
Angeles Police Department. The beginning of
Isaiah’s investigating career started when he was
just a kid and his brother
was killed by an unknown
car driver. This sent Isaiah

diving deep into the unkown facts to try and find
the driver, but never could.
Ten years later a case
takes him and his partner
to a rapper’s house. This
case took many twists and
turns, which led IQ to the
mastermind behind his
brothers death. IQ by Joe
Ide is a very well written
book filled with a lot of action packed adventures.
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World News

“Knock Knock.” “Who’s There?” “Not the Sun”

By: Jordan Peitz

cerns about the future. Many
are blaming the recent HurLast month during the ricanes Harvey and Irma on
solar eclipse, just a week into the eclipse messing with the
ocean currents. However,
our school year, adults and
students alike flocked to areas some are really grasping at
straws and claiming that
of totality to see what is bethere might be a “deeper”
ing referred to as the “Great
meaning. Posts are blowing
American Eclipse”. Catchy,
up on twitter reaching for a
right? However, those of us
who didn’t take the opportu- connection between the bible
nity to fill the cramped band and these phenomenas. But
however you look at it, solar
of totality experienced the
and lunar eclipses have been
partial eclipse. Here in Noroccurring on a regular basis
folk, protected eyes viewed
for millions of years. If there
about 94% totality.
was some kind of “magical”
Say what you want about
connection with hurricanes
the eclipse, but for some it
and solar eclipses, it would
begins to brings some conColumnist/Layout Editor

have been discovered a long
time ago.
Scientist David Meade has
been looking at another extended and more disastrous
outcome of the eclipse. He
is making the claim that on
September 23, the earth will
be destroyed by the planet
Nibiru. What does the eclipse
have to do with this? Again,
the claim is being supported by the bible. Meade
claims that 33 days after the
eclipse, the earth is supposed
to experience “doomsday”.
His reasoning is somewhat
far stretched. He notes that
Jesus lived for 33 years. Fur-

thermore, the name Elohim
(early name of God) appears
33 times in Genesis. Also,
during the eclipse, the moon
will be in a “black moon”
stage (which occurs every
33 months), and the eclipse
first appeared over Oregon,
America’s 33rd state. What’s
more, 99 years ago (3 times
33), a similar total eclipse
occurred over America. Coincidence? If you’re reading
this, I guess you found your
answer.

“Nothin’s Gonna Stop Us” - North Korea
By: Jordan Peitz

Columnist/Layout Editor

Recently, North Korea has been causing quite
the headache in Washington
D.C. North Korea fired its
latest missile over a heavily
populated area over Japan.
It travelled 2,299 miles, putting the US Pacific territory
of Guam within range. Despite backlash from members
of the UN, North Korea has
warned that more sanctions
and pressure will only make

it accelerate its nuclear program. President Trump previously warned that “all options” were on the table and
that North Korea would face
“fire and fury” if it continued to threaten the US. And
he stayed true to his word.
On the 18th, Trump called a
meeting with Chinese President Xi Jinping and the two
committed to “maximizing
pressure on North Korea

through vigorous enforcement”. Russia is also currently
a target for North Korea.
UN ambassadors released a
statement that Russia would
have under three minutes to
take shelter from an attack.
What does this mean for the
U.S.? According to Trump,
it’s just another bump in the
road. “America and our allies
will never be intimidated,”
Trump said. “We will defend

our people, our nation, and
our civilization, from all who
dare to threaten our way of
life. This includes the regime
of North Korea, which has
once again shown its utter
contempt for its neighbors,
and the entire world community.”
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TRACKING THE KNIGHT’S
Peyton Kerkman
Layout Editor/Columnist

Football
Senior: Drew Pospisil
Parents: Todd and
Stephanie Pospisil
Pregame Ritual:
Bumpin’ to 21 Savage
with the boys
Favorite Fall Activity:
Frolicking in the leaves

Golf
Senior: Chelsey Reifert
Parents: Ryan and Tiffany Reifert
Premeet Ritual: Taking
a nap and jamming with
the team
Favorite Fall Activity:
Longboarding

Bowling
Senior: Chris Dvorak
Parents: Roger and
Kim Dvorak
Premeet Ritual: Take a
nap
Favorite Fall Activity:
Playing and watching
football

Volleyball
Senior: Kerstin Brtek
Parents: Mike and Nancy
Brtek
Pregame Ritual: Jamming with my team and
eating Subway
Favorite Fall Activity:
Going to a pumpkin paches

Cross
Country
Senior: Will Abler
Parent: Kelly Abler
Premeet Ritual: Eating a
lot of calories and listening
to music
Favorite Fall Activity:
Hanging with Rik

Softball
Senior: Maggie Berryman
Parents: Troy and Kelly
Berryman
Pregame Ritual: Listen
to music
Favorite Fall Activity:
Carving pumpkins

